CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGICAL

2.1 Method of analysis

In doing processes of analysis, the writer determines one object of literary works, become object of analysis. Actually the writer analyzed a literary works, *To Kill the Mocking Bird* by Harper Lee as source of data. Novel has two sides which related one and other they are intrinsic and extrinsic approach. In this analysis the writer used extrinsic approach, because the writer will discuss one object of literary out of literature namely, psychology or human mind through characters personality in the main character of this novel, where the writer would like to explain relationship between literature and psychology.

The writer analyzing their psychology through the novel which written by the author (Harper Lee’s), based on his experience in his life or pattern life style of the author him self.

In doing analysis this thesis, the writer performed descriptive deductive method. Descriptive deductive method intends to describe everything be valid and applied by describing, writing, analyzing and interpretation all the conditions which happened in now days. In other word said that descriptive method intends to get the information about all the conditions in this time, also describing and analyzing the data and then at the same time giving understanding or explanation. The writer used descriptive deductive method, because in this analysis the data, firstly the writer gives the explanation, and understanding about object of analysis, and then the writer gives the example by the analysis of the id, ego, and super ego through the characters personality in that novel, and the language explanation contends with mind, attitude and behaviors of the main
character personality in dialogue, monologue also the narration which happened between the main character and the other character.

2. 2 Technique

In applying this method, the writer use several steps, the first step is reading the novel, *To Kill the Mocking Bird*, by Harper Lee, and then watched the film. The third step is collecting all relevant sources, with are related human personality, and interpreting that novel by writing down all of these cases within the text which deals with the main character’s personality namely: Atticus, Jem, Scout from how their act, behave and their mind in this novel. The fourth is quoting the data and classifying them into the group of the id, the ego, and the super – ego based on Sigmund Freud theory, the writer used this theory to support her analysis. Sigmund Freud states in his theory that human’s e controlled by sexualities or libido.

The writers also used library research, with the purpose collecting data and information with the assistance various material in the library. For example: Theory of literature, the literary work, metode penelitian sastra, psychology etc. Actually the data which we get it from the library is a basic one of the main tools to complete the thesis.

In addition is online research in which she searches for supplementary information related to the topic being discussed on the web, especially about the author’s biography and his works and theory of personality.